DEEP SEAL

URETHANE MODIFIED SEAL
* SEALS * PROTECTS * ENHANCES COLOR AND DEPTH *
DEEP SEAL is a water based acrylic seal which has been reinforced with
urethane for added durability, exceptional wear properties and increased
adhesion. Especially effective on glazed and unglazed ceramic tile, quarry tile,
marble, slate, terrazzo, concrete etc. Provides permanent protection from dirt,
oils and stains.
Use DEEP SEAL alone to protect flooring from environmental effects and traffic. Decreases
maintenance time and labor by forming a barrier that dirt cannot penetrate. Provides a satin sheen
to bring out the natural beauty of the flooring. Use as an undercoat for floor finish to further
protect flooring and provide exceptional shine.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
1. Thoroughly clean floor with the appropriate LEGGE cleaner. Ensure floor is clean and dry
before continuing. For new ceramic or natural stone installations, see directions for use of
LEGGE GROUT INHIBITOR, GROUT STRIPPER and TEXSPAR/TEXSPAR PLUS.
Products designed to aid in the initial clean up of installations. For composition tile installations
see directions for use of EZ RINSE STRIPPER and STRIPPER #457. Products designed for
use on composition type tiles.
2. Saturate a new, clean mop with DEEP SEAL. Apply a medium coat, ensuring that the mop is
in full contact with the floor at all times.
3. Allow DEEP SEAL to dry thoroughly, normal drying time is 30-40 minutes, depending on
temperature and humidity. A second coat may be necessary, depending on the porosity of the
floor. Floors may be further protected, and shine enhanced by the application of one of
LEGGE's floor finishes.
4. Daily maintenance shall consist of mopping or auto-scrubbing with a solution of
FLOORSHINE R20 (a combination cleaner/slip resistance enhancer that leaves a protective
sheen on the surface and creates a highly non-slip surface - UL Listed) or one of LEGGE's all
purpose cleaners. Floors may be dry buffed to enhance shine.
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